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DISCUSS~OI~OF ARTICLE II

(C~NTILWI~D)

YE, WILSON (United
CommentB, the first

Kingdom)

referTed

of which ~~rre~~ond

pmt

to the United
to the observations

N‘s was prepared

,gubm;itted by the Government of the NetheYllands.
accept the Netherlandfl
like
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in place

to in the United

Kinidom

the ,aame problenm aa the IL0 Convention
Regulation
dealt

of Certain

Special

with the protection

fsom exploitation

by imposing

the second matter,

bg dowed

he felt

No. 50, concerning
\$orkers,

which

comrrlunities

on emi&l-ation,

that two nei&bowring

to agree to stop illegal

the

or uneophisticated

controla

matter8

One covered

comments,

Systema of Recruiting

of primitive

to

of his own, but he would

There gene also Tao other

to study it more cautefully,

which were referred
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pz’oposal,

L<ingdonts 1

Regarding

countries

should

movements across

population

common bozders ,
VP1 STONE (International
that

it would be helpful

~70d.a situation
tried

other

in mind that the &tlcle

the problem

countylcs.

be placd.

than be ~U%ed

I.

in the light

of persecuted

He felt

it

should not be understood

aaid that

in the Declaration

he thought

advisable

out

of the
individuals
to keep

to deprive

“NO one shall

the A~ticlo

as a standa&

persecuteea

should

to be achieved

in the 9 orm of a law in the Covenant.

The CiWRMAN suGGested that Rrticle
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pointed

to seek asylullii.
Mr. WlJ (China)

rather

to consider

(2rCl;‘anizcz-t
ion)

ten years ago,’ when thousands

to escape into

of the right

Refugee

be denied the r&ht

wait for the art&t’ InE; Of a limiting

11 (2)

should

to em-c>pate” and that
clause before

makint

read:

the Committee
a final

Page 3
I&, WILSON (United Kingdom) pointed out that the .word

and settle

permanently

elsewhere.

ona's country".

ono on specific

limitatians

that thoy should be drafted

and ono OII ganeral limitation's;
at once.

The CWiIRMAN f&t'
main and positive

and

that it would be S~AI&W t0 scce?t the

idea at this

stage and return to the QmStatlons

&jr, WU (China) favoured this procedure.
HEJWOOD(Australia)
a positive

statement,

It would be bettor
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pointed out that in order to give

one must have in mind tho specific

if they
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limitations.

considered at the present time, ma

not postponed.
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Nr. SLJ.IJTA~;CRUZ
(Chila)
30310 limitations

said he IKIB of the opinion that

should be provided at this stage and was in favour

those which1 were mentioned in the original text. ' BloreoVer,
$ of retaining
!"
k~
to leave one '9 ofw
mention should be made no t only of tho ri&t
i
1
to leave any country in which one
but also of the ri&t
$ cowsby,
bk might be living.
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The CH.MR&ii sug;Costod that the words "kIy person a I
l

shall
etc,,

/

be free, , . " bo amended to read: "No one Irho is not subJoct,
. shall

connotation

be denied freedom.. . " ",zly parson" gave iL legal
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I& )I SANTA CRUZ (Chile)
said it should be made clear in
1;
,I
$7,
,
;r kticle 12 that the aliens referred
to were those admuL$ted to a
1
cowltry for permanent jzesidence . The French word “rdgulierement”
perhaps expressed

this

idea.

,Mr. ORDONNEAU(France)

shared the doubts regarding

text expressed by the government
in accepting

However,

to work.
a foreigner

of Egypt.

, who had all

foreigners

of Erench citizens.

of legally

only arose if

the administration

reserved

public

order,

He suggested
admitted.

inchled

’

the French and Indian
might

without

This was

E

was therefore
that

the expulsion

such procedures

and guarantees

by the representative

drafts

I

of

were the same in

be used tp avp&d nisinterpretation

Both drafts

adequate

VP. MALIK (Lebanon)

challenge

‘,

of’

at the Second Session of the Commission, which

Africa had cast doubt
and!this

wanted

the power to expel

in the Article

supported

the word %rhitrarily”,

from expulsion
i
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Mr. SANTA CRUZ (Chile)

the text suggested

the alien

or morality;

should follow

as the law might provide.

substance and either

had been liberal

an amendment to the effect

aliens

the

and privileges

Complications

who disturbed

hance, said that

&ance

thorrights

necessary, and the word “arbitrarily”
dangerous.

‘,

alien had been legally

said that

on the fundamental

dignitY should b.e safeguarded

a

the government
chsracter

,of South

of the right,

_,

No one should be arbitrarily

because of holding
admitted

alienss

reason.

should be faced.

exiJelled from a country

safeguarded

certain

to a country,

views.

If

any abuse of his

an

The CHA*

supported

JV&. ONIO~U
ted I&gdon
one advantage

(Trance),

supported

said the Indian

draft

over the French text

The Indian
alien

the French amendment.

text was adopted,

legally

admitted

ea thqrefrom

in that

it

reading

as follows:

Stated

a positive

of a State

in accordance

(document E/~N.4/82

It had

was acceptable.

intO the territory

except
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SCUSSIONOF ARTICLE! 13.
&.
title

13

SANTA CRUZ (Chile)

e iertinent

expressing

hadthe

right

the principle

to be present

stated by the government of India,
,I)
with in cases where public morals,

in the negative,

‘to read “No one”,

Referring

in “fair

hearing”

>I

the individual
As logically

hearings

the United

should

be dispensed

Kingdom proposal

but the draft
and “No person”

to the Brazilian

it, Would be reasonable to stipulate
.,
‘“if ge appears in person” , but that

“within

in the draft

of paragraph
should

proposal
a reasonable

the reference

that
1

be emended

she said
time”

to language

after
was

in E/cgJ.4/05,
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I&. WILSON (United

Kingdom amendnenta to Article

Kingdom) moved that
13 as set forth

+ocwne’nt R/CNq4/85 should be adopted.
covered
’
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etc. were involved.

1 and 2 should be reversed,

should be reworded

that

in person.

public

The CHMRMANagreed with

‘$mQlfcit

1 and paragraph

the comments submitted by the government of Brazil
)1
and he supported the proposed
and interesting,

ditional-sentence

paragraphs

paragraph

should be ,discussed Sepmatelya

Re thought

in question

asked that

the Brazilian

the United

on pp. 74 and’ 75 in

The words “fair

amendment and.should

be retained

hearing”
in the intersst
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in various ways
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It should be made clear-that
the accused could
(, written document,
,f>,
be heard in persons
l

Mr. ORDOIVNEAU(Yrance)
amendments Everyone
in some cases it
of “counsel”
represent
tc provide

had the right

was a duty.

it might

a client
for

this respect,

If

to be.present

trials

”

and

were used instead

rIrn a case where a lawyer did not

but was only his spokesman.

closed

of the Chilean
at his trial

“representative”

interfere

I

The Indian

but the judgment

eat also must be stated
alternative

spoke in support

should

It was necessary
.
was the best in

text

always‘ be made public,

in the Article.

and

He wished to suggest an

text.

It was agreed

that

the representatives

of FRANCE, the UNITED

KINGDOMand the UNIFIED STATES OF AMERICA should re-draft
taking into

account

amendments in wording

Article

13&

which had been submitted..

4. iDISCUSSION 03’ ARTICLN 14,
Mr. SANTA CRUZ (Chile)
2 which attempted

to cover

state clearly

whether

in’ paragraph

1 - that

retained
criminals

it

was an exception

paragraph

It did not
principle

any real

value,

If

,

w#ir

convention,

that paragraph

2 should be deleted,

1 should be .amended to read “No one “,

Mr. WILSON (United
\
part Of Pragraph

to the first

1 without

by another

The CHAIRMAN agreed

criminals.

paragraph

could be condemned a posteriori,,

paragraph

could be covered

it unwise to retain

cases of special

a person

it would leave

thought

Ilin&om) , ,drew
attention
----

1 which would allow

to the second

a person ‘to weigh the consequences
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Page 10
before

committing

knowing the m.adnUm penalty

a crime,

beforehand,

amended to “No one” and para&raBh

gerson”

2 de

none’ with 1 abstention.
OF ARTICLE &5,
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The C-M,
‘,States, felt

speaking as representative

that the Article

Niss Sm

was not clear.
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Government,
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individuals
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when they had to appear

ourt*

%MMILSON (United
retain

the wording

alternative

ICinCdom) said he thought

of the text in E/CN.4/85 rather

words for

‘also

in that of the Province
&ten

shpuld,be
eXt

than to find

a concept which did not exist

awl since the phrase appeared in the Civil

it better

in Anglo-Saon

Code of’France,

of Quebec, Canada.

further

i&icle
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on” being amended to
e United
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‘and

discussion as to whether or not the wordinc:
.,
chanfied. or an exrAanatory note aDDended to the Article,.

Of

to

StateS,

The meetingrose

IfNo

in E/(3,4/85

-~QB adonted

onott , as proposed

by a vote
at 5:40

“No

by the representative

of 5 to none with
n,m,

with

3 abstentions.
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